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Abstract
Computer-aided molecular and product design (CAMPD) can in principle be used to find simul-
taneously the optimal conditions in separation processes and the structure of the optimal solvents.
In many cases, however, the solution of CAMPD problems is challenging. In this paper, we pro-
pose a solution approach for the CAMPD of solvent-based separation systems in which implicit
constraints on phase behaviour in process models are used to test the feasibility of the process
and solvent domains. The tests not only eliminate infeasible molecules from the search space but
also infeasible combinations of solvent molecules and process conditions. The tests also provide
bounds for the optimization of the process model (primal problem) for each solvent, facilitating
numerical solution. This is demonstrated on a prototypical natural gas purification process.
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1. Introduction

The computer-aided molecular and process design (CAMPD) problem is defined as the simultane-
ous optimization of a process and the molecules used in the process. CAMPD problems are large
mixed-integer nonlinear problems (MINLP) that are challenging to solve for a number of reasons:
the need to solve a large number of nonlinear equality constraints in process and property pre-
diction models; the discontinuous nature of the feasible space, where optimization starting from
an infeasible point may lead to numerical failure; convergence to poor local solutions due to the
non-convexity of the problem.

Several approaches have been proposed to overcome these challenges. One approach is to refor-
mulate it into a nonlinear continuous optimization problem (Pereira et al., 2011; Lampe et al.,
2015). Hierarchical optimization has been used to generate initial guesses for the solution of the
full CAMPD problem (Burger et al., 2015). Screening-based methods, and that reduce the molec-
ular search space, based on a generate-and-test strategy, that employ physical property targets have
been used in several studies (Hostrup et al., 1999; Karunanithi et al., 2005; Eljack et al., 2008). The
determination of targets by using property “clusters” has been investigated (Eljack et al., 2008).

Buxton et al. (1999) proposed a screening approach embedded in an MINLP optimizer and applied
it to the design of a solvent for a separation unit with fixed operating conditions. In their approach,
tests based on property targets, the ability to initialize model subproblems and the feasibility of
mass transfer were used prior to solving the primal problem. We adopt the idea of embedding tests
in an optimizer and propose novel tests that do not require the user to specify arbitrary property
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targets for the solvent or mixtures in the process. The tests are based on thermodynamic insights
that exploit implicit constraints on phase behaviour. Examples of such constraints include the
presence of two phases at vapour-liquid equilibrium or the stability of the liquid solvent at relevant
process conditions. Implicit constraints are often discontinuous and their violation can lead to
numerical failure. The tests developed in our study lead to a reduction in the domain of (unknown)
process and molecular variables, thereby providing bounds for the optimization of the process
model that lie within the feasible region. While the tests developed are general and may be adapted
to different separation systems, they are introduced with a focus on the design of an absorption
system.

2. Proposed tests

The CAMPD problem is given by

min
uuu,nnn

f (uuu,nnn) (P)

s.t. gggppp(uuu,nnn) = 0
ggg(uuu,nnn)≤ 0
CCCnnn≤ eee
uuuL ≤ uuu≤ uuuU

where uuu∈ XXX ⊂Rc is a vector of continuous variables and nnn∈NNN ⊂ (N∪{0})q is a vector of integer
variables that represent the number of groups of each type in the molecule. f : XXX ×NNN→ R is the
process objective. gggppp is a set of process and property constraints, ggg represents process constraints
and CCCnnn≤ eee represents molecular feasibility constraints and bounds on the vector nnn. uuuL and uuuU are
lower and upper bounds on the continuous variables, respectively.

2.1. Test 0

An implied constraint on an absorption model is that the feed remains in the vapour phase. Test
0 identifies conditions of temperature and pressure under which the feed is in the desired phase.
First, an iterative approach is applied to find the cricondentherm T L0

F , the highest two-phase coex-
istence temperature for the feed of composition yyyF . The dew pressure is found iteratively at every
temperature T (T is increased by a user-specified step size h at the end of each iteration) until no
two-phase coexistence pressure is found, to yield T L0

F .

Once T L0
F has been computed, a lower bound on the pressure domain is determined. The pressure

is assumed to be regulated using an isenthalpic valve. A reduction in pressure, for gases with a
positive Joule-Thompson coefficient such as CO2 and methane, results in a reduction in tempera-
ture. Thus, one may find the lowest pressure PL0 that is achievable by isenthalpic expansion of the
gas, without the temperature dropping below T L0

F .

2.2. Test 1

An implied constraint on an absorption process is that the solvent is a liquid at relevant process
conditions. Test 1 is used to identify whether the solvent (defined by vector nnnk) is a liquid in the
range of user-specified storage and handling temperatures [Ts1,Ts2] and pressures, and if it is safe
to handle and feasible to transport. Tmelt , Tboil , Tf lash and ν are the melting point, boiling point,
flash point and viscosity of the proposed solvent, respectively. νb is a user specified upper bound
on viscosity. Similar to the property-based screening of Harper et al. (1999), test 1 consists of the
following property tests:
Ts2−Tboil ≤ 0,Tmelt −Ts1 ≤ 0,Ts2−Tf lash ≤ 0,ν(Ts1)−νb ≤ 0 (P1)
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Figure 1: A phase diagram for CO2-methane-solvent (propyl-methyl ether) at TN = 304.4 K,
Pabs = 9.897 MPa

2.3. Test 2

An implicit constraint in an absorber model is that the solvent and feed can mix to form two
phases. Test 2 is designed to identify if the solvent can form a two-phase mixture with the feed
and to determine the range of operating conditions where it may do so. This test is based on the
presence of a feasible operating line for separation. The operating line is calculated using the
concept of difference point, 4 = Vi+1−Li, given by Hunter and Nash (1934) and Henley et al.
(2011) for the design of extraction systems. Here, vapour and liquid streams leaving any stage i
are represented by flowrates Vi and Li and compositions yyyi and xxxi, respectively. The composition
at the difference point is represented by ooo in Figure 1.

The gas entering the absorber has a flow rate VN+1 and composition yyyN+1. The solvent entering
the absorber (which is assumed to be pure solvent in this feasibility test) has a flowrate L0 and
composition sss0. As 4 = VN+1− LN , an operating line must pass through the feed yyyN+1, xxxN (a
point on the two-phase boundary) and the difference point ooo. From 4 = V1− L0, the locus of
difference points lies on the line ←→yyy1sss0, excluding the segment yyy1sss0 (as both V1 and L0 are non-
negative).

This test may be applied to systems for which the solubility of the solute in the solvent increases
with an increase in pressure. At a pressure where the mixture exhibits a critical point, such that the
solute and solvent are completely miscible, a further increase in pressure reduces the maximum
concentration of the solute on the two-phase boundary. When the highest concentration of solute
on the liquid phase boundary is lower than the concentration of the solute in the feed, a difference

point that lies on ray
−−→
yyy1ddd′ is infeasible. This is because an operating line yyyN+1ooo′′ cannot intersect

the two-phase region, if ooo′′ is a point on
−−→
yyy1ddd′. Hence, the difference point can lie only on the ray

−→
sss0ddd. By visualization, if there exists an operating line with any ooo on the ray

−→
sss0ddd that intersects the

two-phase region, then the operating line with ooo = sss0 also cuts the two-phase region. If the line
segment yyyN+1sss0 does not intersect the two-phase region, then no other operating line is feasible.
Figure 1 represents the operating line and difference points at the maximum value of feasible
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pressure PU1, where yyyN+1sss0 is the only feasible operating line.

This is formalised in problem (P2), where the existence of a feasible operating line is checked by
testing if the difference line yyyN+1sss0, intersects any point xxxN that is in equilibrium with yyyN . An
upper bound PU1 is identified on the pressure of the separation unit below which the condition of
feasibility is met.

PU1 = max
Pabs,TN

Pabs (P2)

s.t.
yyyN+1(1)− xxxN(1)
yyyN+1(2)− xxxN(2)

=
yyyN+1(1)− sss0(1)
yyyN+1(2)− sss0(2)

µi(yyyN ,TN ,Pabs) = µi(xxxN ,TN ,Pabs) ∀ i ∈ NC
∑

NC
i=1 xi = 1

∑
NC
i=1 yi = 1
‖ yyyN− xxxN ‖2> 0
PL0 ≤ Pabs ≤ PU0

T L0 ≤ TN ≤ TU0

Tmelt +10≤ TN ≤min(Tf lash−10,Tboil−10)

3. Proposed algorithm

The tests are embedded within an outer approximation framework (Duran and Grossmann, 1986;
Fletcher and Leyffer, 1994). To account for linearizations that are not strict underestimators of
the nonconvex feasible space, global convexity tests (Kravanja and Grossmann, 1994) have been
implemented. The main algorithmic steps are as follows:
I. Set TF , yyyF , PU0, TU0, nnn1, initial solvent structure, and ε , convergence tolerance.
II. Evaluate Test 0 to find T L0

F and PL0.
III. Set f UBD = ∞ and f LBD = 0. Set iteration counter k =1, F0 = /0, A0 = /0, IC0 = /0 and yyy0 = /0
IV. While ( f UBD− f LBD > ε)

1. Evaluate Test 1. If test passed, go to step IV 2, else go to step IV 5.
2. Evaluate Test 2. If problem (P2) is infeasible, go to step IV 5, else go to step IV 3.
3. Set PU

abs = PU1. Evaluate the primal problem (P3) (Table 1).
4. If problem (P3) is feasible, set f k equal to the objective and if f k < f UBD, set f UBD = f k

and nnn∗ = nnnk. If (P3) is feasible set Fk = Fk−1∪{k} and go to step IV 6, else go to step IV 5.
5. Add an integer cut to (P4) (Table 1) to eliminate nnnk. Add ICk = ICk−1 ∪{k}. Compute
ak = ∑t(bt−1nk

t ), where b is set such that b is the maximum value that any ni can assume.
6. Solve (P4) (Table 1). If feasible, the objective is ηk, set f LBD = ηk and go to step IV 7.
Else, stop.
7. Set k = k+1 and go to step 1V 1.

The set Ak of the master problem (P4) contains linearizations of the active constraints in problems
(P3) and (P1), as well as constraints violated in (P1). Hence an integer cut is not required to avoid
cycling of solvents that fail test 1.

3.1. Algorithm Implementation

The overall algorithm is implemented in C++. The problems (P0), (P1), (P2), (P3) and (P4) are
each launched, as necessary, by C++. Problems (P0), (P1), (P2) and (P3) have been implemented
in gPROMS (Process Systems Enterprise, 1997-2015). The default local NLP solver in gPROMS
(based on sequential quadratic programming) is used to solve problems (P2) and (P3). Problem
(P3) is initialized by dynamically moving the process model from a solvent structure nnn0 to nnnk. The
master problem is solved by Gurobi (Gurobi Optimization, Inc., 2015).
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Table 1: Primal and Master Problems
Primal Problem (P3) Master Problem (P4)

min
uuu

f (uuu,nnnk)

s.t. gggppp(uuu,nnn
k) = 0

ggg(uuu,nnnk)≤ 0
uuuLk ≤ uuu≤ uuuUk

min
uuu,nnn,η

η

s.t. f i +∇nnn f i[nnn−nnni]T +∇uuu f i[uuu−uuui]T < η ∀ i ∈ Fk

g j +∇nnng j[nnn−nnn j]T +∇uuug j[uuu−uuu j]T ≤ 0 ∀ j ∈ Ak

L(1− yr)+ ε ≤ a−ar ≤Uyr− ε ∀r ∈ ICk

a = ∑t(bt−1nt)
uuuL ≤ uuu≤ uuuU

Cnnn≤ ddd
yr ∈ {0,1} ∀r ∈ ICk

Table 2: Performance of tests 1 and 2, with yFCO2
= 0.8, TF = 320K, PU0 = 100MPa, TU0 = 340K

Test 1 Test 2
Number of molecules tested 1109 449

Number of molecules eliminated by test 660 0
Number of molecules with updated bounds N/A 392
Average updated upper bound on pressure N/A 30.039 MPa

4. Case study and Results

The separation of carbon dioxide from methane is studied here. A process with a 10 stage absorp-
tion column operating at a variable pressure Pabs is considered. The solvent entering the absorber
has a flow rate of Fsolvent . The spent solvent is regenerated in an adiabatic flash drum at 1 bar. The
property prediction model employed is the Statistical Associating Fluid Theory -γ Mie equation
of state (Papaioannou et al., 2014). More details on the process and molecular models may be
found in Burger et al. (2015). The objective function is the net present value (NPV ) of the process
computed over a 10-year period. The design variables are Pabs, Fsolvent and nnn, the structure of the
optimal solvent. The treated gas exiting the absorber has to be of at least 97 (mole) % methane
purity and the temperature in the flash drum must be at least ten degrees above the melting point
of the solvent. The area and height of the absorber are constrained to be less than 300 m2 and 50
m, respectively.

The effectiveness of each of the tests is first investigated. In test 0, for a feed of composition
yyyFCO2

= 0.8, PF = 7.961MPa, TF = 320 K and user-specified pressure bounds of 0.1MPa≤ Pabs ≤
7.5MPa, the updated bounds on pressure and temperature obtained are PL0 = 4.961MPa and
T L0

F = 288K, respectively. This results in a 52 % reduction of the process domain. The reduction
in the domain obtained from tests 1 and 2 when applied on a search space comprising of the groups
CH3, CH2, eO (an oxygen group between a CH3 and CH2 group), cO (an oxygen group between
two CH2 groups) , COO, −−CH, COOH and CH2OH is shown in Table 1. A molecule has an
updated pressure bound if test 2 identifies a PU1, such that PU1 < PU0. 60 % of the solvent design
space is eliminated by test 1. The remaining molecules are evaluated in test 2 which updates the
upper bound on absorber pressure for 87 % of these molecules.

The results of applying the feasibility-based algorithm on the case study are shown in Table 2.
The average number of iterations of the algorithm (over ten runs with different values of nnn1) is 16,
whereas the average number of evaluations of the primal is 14. Importantly, the problem converges
to the solution in each of the ten runs. The use of the algorithm has enhanced convergence as
compared to previous work (Burger et al., 2015), indicating that the tests help to mitigate the
numerical difficulties that arise when solving such highly nonlinear problems.
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Table 3: Results of the algorithm
yFCO2

= 0.2,PF = 7.961MPa, TF = 301.4K, 0.1MPa≤ Pabs ≤ 7.5MPa, 0< Fsolvent ≤ 50kmols−1

Solvent Pabs/MPa Fsolvent /kmols−1 NPV /Billion USD
penta(oxymethylene)dimethyl ether 3.83 0.84 1.72

5. Conclusions
A feasibility-based algorithm for CAMPD has been proposed with novel tests that reduce both the
process and molecular domain. As demonstrated in a case study, the discrete space is reduced by
test 1. Implicit discontinuities in process models are addressed by tests 0 and 2. Numerical diffi-
culties are avoided by optimizing within a feasible search space and process model initialization,
making the solution of challenging CAMPD problems feasible.
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